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This website is dedicated to bringing you the most up-to-date information about science. As you might be able to

tell, this is a work in progress, and it will take a considerable amount of time before everything is all together, and

in order. If you'd like to make any suggestions, corrections, or comments, I'd love to hear from you and you can

reach me at WWDD.

This site is designed for use by both lay-people and experts, so in the attempt to keep everything as easy to

understand as possible, I will use a number of methods to assist the reader if needed. Throughout this site, all

terms will (eventually) be listed in the Dictionary. However, most terms will also feature an acronym tag definition,

which will look like this: Biology. The way an acronym tag works is when you use your mouse and position it over

the highlighted word, a brief definition or description will pop up and last for a few seconds. Most browsers

support this feature, but if they do not, you can also find the term listed on the right, which will link you to the

glossary.

There will also be another version of the acronym tag, and this will apply to scientific names of different things. An

example of this will look like Homo sapiens. I hope that both of these features will be helpful.

One other important aspect to this site will be found on the left hand side: Topical Books. Whenever possible, I will

try to provide a picture of, and a link to book titles that detail the topic in greater detail. I have a few reasons for

doing this. Firstly, there is a lot of information available in literature that can probably explain concepts in greater

detail than I can; after all, I'm not an expert. I also do not expect you to take my word for anything, or at least take

it as 'gospel truth.' I encourage anyone visiting this site to read the suggested titles so they can clear up issues on

their own; this site is only here as a general information site. Thirdly, many other science-related sites do not

feature a section where an interested party can read more about it. My goal here is to have a more informed

readership than other sites.

If you have any suggestions which can make this site even more accessible or user friendly, feel free to let me

know.
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Special Thanks to iPage for hosting this site.
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